
2020 CIRCA Zoo Video Auditions 
 
-Video auditions are for candidates outside of Brisbane and who are unable to travel to attend the 
auditions in person. 
-Clothing worn during the video capture must be fitted to the body (leotards, tights, sports tops). 
-All exercises must be done in profile to the camera lens (with the exception of the introduction, solo 
& movement components). 
 
Video content 
 
Introduction 
-Short introduction of yourself 
-Skill, artistic & personal goals 
-Why you want to be a part of the Circa Zoo ensemble 
 
Tumble (only attempt what you can safely do unspotted) 
-Handstand forward roll (tuck, straddle, pike) 
-Backward roll to handstand or front support 
-Kick combination (right front, left front, right side, left side) 
-Cartwheels (on both the right and left, continuous) 
-Aerial cartwheel 
-Round off into a skill of choice 
-Headspring  
-Front handspring 
-Back handspring 
-Walk over (forwards and backwards) 
-Any other tumbling skills you wish to demonstrate for us 
 
Handstand 
-Headstand, entry of choice tuck, straddle or pike (max 60secs) 
-Handstand against wall (max 60sec) 
-Handstand freestanding, entry of choice tuck, straddle, pike or press (3 attempts) 
 
Strength 
-Push ups (Vertical forearm, elbow at 45˚, maximum 20 repetitions) 
-Dish hold (Lower back must be connected to the ground, legs together and straight, maximum 10 
mins) 
-Leg lifts (Vertical suspension with stall bars, toes to bar with legs straight legs together, maximum 
12 repetitions)  
-Chin ups (Fixed bar pull ups, overhand grip, chin above bar, maximum 12 repetitions) 
-Wall sit (Back flat against wall, arms by sides, legs at 90degrees, maximum 30 minutes) 
-Rope climb (Starting from a seated position on the floor, aiming to just use arms to climb, legs in 
straddle position up and down) x 6 metres  
 
Flexibility (all held for 10sec) 
-Split right side (for over splits please chock underneath your front foot) 
-Split left side (for over splits please chock underneath your front foot) 
-Split middles (for over splits please chock underneath both your feet) 
-Bridge (preferred entry from standing)  
-Forward folding sit and reach (fold forward, extending hands beyond flexed toes) 
 



Solo 
Your solo presentation should not exceed 2 minutes. Your presentation can integrate various artistic 
disciplines such as dance, singing and music. You can also use some light accessories. This number 
will allow you to evaluate your abilities according to the following elements: 

• presence; 

• creativity; 

• ability to express and communicate; 

• sense of rhythm; 

• aesthetics, posture and body alignment; 

• technical evaluation: competences in the potential discipline. 
 
Movement  
Creatively explore various ways of moving through space using changes in rhythm, speed, direction 
and levels. Show how you can transfer weight through jumping, turning and changing body shape. 
We are particularly interested in how you respond to the music (3-4 minutes duration).  
 
 
Submission  
The web link for your video should be sent to jamee@circa.org.au and your video must be submitted 
via the YouTube platform. Make sure your video covers all the requested items. Otherwise, your 
registration will be considered incomplete. 
 
After the audition the selection committee establishes its choices according to different 
compositional constraints of the future ensemble. Some candidates may be offered the opportunity 
to enter our preparatory training (CIRCA Zoolings) and then reapply for Circa Zoo auditions the 
following semester (11am-2pm, 12th July 2020).  
 
  
CIRCA Zoo Intensive 

• The Circa Zoo Intensive is a three-day course designed to assist applicants to prepare for the CIRCA 
Zoo auditions.  

• The program includes performance and dance class, circus training (including handstands, 
flexibility, tumbling, strength, manipulation and basic partner work) and information about the 
audition, facilities, and student life as a part of the ensemble. 

• Circa’s experienced trainers reflect the major traditional and contemporary circus styles. They will 
provide feedback on your skills and advice on how to prepare further for the audition.  

• For further information see www.circa.org.au  
 

https://www.youtube.com/
http://www.circa.org.au/

